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New writer, new secretary, trying to
follow the lead of Dave McElhaney,
now our vice president. Asking for
your understanding, as I work to produce this newsletter and keep everyone informed of the events of the Association. I believe we are moving
the Association into some very interesting and exciting areas, and it is my
goal to use the newsletter to help increase participation from the membership, so that we all benefit. That
being said, this newsletter belongs to
you, the Association members, and it
needs to reflect the best interests of
the Association. I welcome all sug-

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

gestions as to content and, at all
times, I will gratefully accept articles
to be included. Articles can be from
other publications, as long as we provide the proper credits, or an original
script. Maybe it’s about a particularly
peculiar crash that you worked, or a
traffic situation that might cause or
even cure crash-producing problems.
Do you have an investigative technique that would benefit other investigators? Write it out, and get it to me.
As long as it isn’t War and Peacesized, and it is pertinent to our Association mission, we’ll find a place for it.

Kip Shuter

Have you ever wondered what the board of the Indiana Association of Certified Accident Investigators
does? Wonder no longer. Your board has been busy updating the association articles and by-laws. Take
my word for it, this is no easy task, as many of you know. It took a lot of man hours to read and search
the old documents and make corrections and changes. Many directors and our association attorney
worked very hard to get where we are now. Well, I’m happy to say that at our last board meeting, the final draft was approved by the board and is ready to be presented to the membership for approval. Woo
hoo!! We will be holding a business meeting soon to accomplish this.
So what else does the board do?
Each year in December, the board reviews your comments on the prior year’s training and looks to see
what training topics you have requested. This is why it’s so important for you to give us good honest
feedback with the seminar evaluations and your ideas for upcoming trainings. For as long as I can remember, our association has done quarterly one-day trainings based on the topics you requested. That
is about to change as we forego a March seminar and have a multi-day training with some live crash
testing on June 17-18, 2014. Stay tuned for more info on this training.
Continued on Page 2
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Additional training this year will
be on Pedestrian and Bicycle
crashes in September and a
Legal Update in November.
Your board has also been busy
working to create contacts with
each law enforcement agency
in the state, and determining if
the agency has a crash investigator(s) and who the training
contact is. We are attempting to
get email contacts so that direct
contact can be made with the
crash investigator(s) to let them
know what the association can
offer. In this modern day, email
is a very valuable tool and we
would like to reduce mail costs
because it is very expensive to
use regular mail, which is
where a majority of your membership fee goes towards.
IACAI has also established relationships with neighboring
state crash associations to
share trainings and news. Currently we share with the Illinois
Association of Technical Accident Investigators (IATAI) and
also with the Michigan Association of Technical Accident Investigators (MiTAI). You will be
seeing information from these
partnerships as the year progresses.
Providing continuing education
In crash investigation and promoting that network of crash
investigators is the board’s primary focus. Help us get the
information out to other crash
investigators you know. More
information can be found at our
website www.iacai.com

Mark Your Calendar
NOW!!!!
May 2 - 6, 2016
Last spring, Vice-President
Dave McElhaney and I attended the first ever Traffic
Crash Reconstruction association leadership summit in
Florida as part of IPTM’s
2013 Special Problems. The
purpose of this summit was
to get state, regional, national, and even Canadian crash
association leaders together
to share information on their
associations. A lot (and I
mean A LOT!!!) of information was exchanged at
this summit, and it even included these leaders drafting CDR policy recommendations to FHA and NHTSA
from the side of the crash

investigator. Crash investigators are the largest user of
CDR data, but had no voice
in this regulation, until now.
But this is not what I am writing this article for. The following is what you need to
know and mark your calendar for……..NOW!
At the summit, we began the
process of developing the
largest worldwide reconstruction conference ever!
World Reconstruction Expo
(WREX 2016) will be held on
May 2 – 6, 2016 at the
Rosen Shingle Creek hotel
in Orlando, Florida. The
event will be sponsored by
numerous crash association
societies from the US and
Canada. We are currently in
continued on Page 3
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preliminary planning stages and expect
this to be the largest crash reconstruction
conference ever held. Current plans includes numerous crash related guest
speakers, several live high speed crash
tests, and other outdoor testing and/or
validation. The Rosen Shingle Creek facility offers us the chance to host everything
but the high speed crash tests at one site
and the chance to meet and network with
other attendees in the evenings. There will
be complimentary shuttle service to and

from the Orlando airport. Additional details will be released within the next few
months.
Dave McElhaney and I serve on committees of WREX 2016 and will be working
hard over the next few months to get this
conference organized and going.
Again…..please mark your calendar now
and plan to attend. If you have any questions about WREX 2016, feel free to contact me at kshuter@warsaw.in.gov or contact Dave at dave357@onlyinternet.net .

STILL AVAILABLE!
Looking for a CDR Kit?
IACAI member Robert

The Demise of The Drag Sled

Plummer has one for
Dave McElhaney

Can it be true? Has the drag sled fallen out of favor?

sale. The kit was last
updated in 2011. So,
with the kit, power

Over the last several years, the use of the drag sled has come into question with many
traffic reconstructionists. Why?

supply and cables, the
asking price is $1,000;
however, that price is

The drag sled, as it’s commonly referred to, was designed as an attempt to determine the

negotiable. If

drag factor of a road surface, using the common math principle of f =F/w (drag factor ( f )
is equal to the amount of force (F) in the direction of the acceleration divided by the
weight (W) of the object. An example of this would be in order to get a drag factor of 1.0,
the amount of force needed to move the object would be equal to its weight, and the acceleration of the object would be equal to gravity or (g).

interested, please

Over the years, the drag sled has seen its changes and derivations, from simple concrete
filled half tires to sand filled tool boxes with a tire tread bottom. Using a scale, the operator pulled the object parallel along the roadway, measuring the weight of the pull. All that
was needed then was to know the weight of the drag sled itself, and you were in business!
Alas, today, it is not like that. Tests, such as those conducted for SAE Recommended Practice: “Measurement of Vehicle Roadway Frictional Drag,” J2505 (first release, 2003; third
release, 2010), indicate that short of pulling it over a flat, straight, smooth surface, the
drag sled has little value elsewhere.
Drag sleds have been revealed to be weak in several aspects.
1.

Operator use. Take one drag sled, give it to 10 individuals. Regardless of the
instructions issued, you will likely get 10 different answers as to how much force was
needed to pull the sled. Consistency in the amount of pull, duration of the pull and just
how parallel the rope was to the road all affected the end result.

Continued on Page 4
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THE DEMISE OF THE DR AG SLED,CONTINUED
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1.

2.

4.

5.

interaction between a skidding
vehicle tire and the roadway is a
The design of the device. A drag sled itself is
complex one, varying to some
simple in its design; its weight wrapped around degree with surface, vehicle, tire, speed,
a tire or hard rubber compound designed to
and more. This interaction does not appear to be
mimic a sliding tire. The problem comes as the well-modeled by a drag sled...”
compound on the drag sled does not heat up,
does not shed rubber and does not flex. A real Doing test skids with a pavement spotter (chalk
tire does.
gun) and RADAR is still an acceptable means of
The weight of a drag sled does not mimic that determining a drag factor. Accelerometers are anof a vehicle. Well, okay, I’m not advocating that other method. Today, there are several inexpenone ties a rope around the front bumper of a
sive versions of accelerometers which will provide
car and try and pull it with the brakes locked in the operator with useable data. Heck, with the adorder to get a useful drag factor, but pulling
vent of iPhones, there’s even an app for that!
something that weighs 40 lbs across a surface ARAS360’s G360 Accelerometer takes advantage
at 2 mph is not the same as a skidding vehicle of the iPhone’s electronics package and uses it to
weighing in at 3,200 lbs and traveling at 70
calculate acceleration rates. For $9.99, it’s not a
mph with 2 tires locked and two partially rolling. bad deal, just takes a little while to figure it out. The
Drag sleds are really only useful on straight,
biggest problem is where to put the phone while
flat, hard surfaces. Drag sleds are really not
you’re conduction your tests. The phone should lay
useful in tall grass or dirt roads. Why? In real
flat and shouldn’t be allowed to fly from the seat
life, how many times have you observed a ve- into your dashboard or windshield, it’s not good for
hicle slide across a grassy area without causyour phone or your car...!!
ing some rutting or damage to the grass? The
same is true about dirt roads; how many times
David McElhaney,
have you observed tire markings on a dirt road
Vice President
where the dirt was not adversely affected? PullIACAI
ing a drag sled across a grassy area usually
doesn’t pull grass from the surface or put ruts
in the ground. And, while pulling a drag sled
across a dirt road may displace some dirt, it
doesn’t displace enough to determine the real
drag factor value we seek.
Other motorists. Working with a drag sled on a
busy roadway is what we refer to as
“treacherous” or “suicidal.”

Look, I’m not trying to bash the good ol’ drag sled.
It’s a device that’s gotten us through many rough,
mathematically challenging times, but I’ve got to be
realistic; it doesn’t take into consideration ABS
braking, it doesn’t adjust for frictional heat and just
doesn’t behave like a tire. As cited in SAE paper
J2505 and quoted in NUCPS’s “Traffic Crash Reconstruction” manual, the words say it all: “The
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ACCIDENT INVESTIGATI ON TRAINING
IPTM

http://www.iptm.org/Schedule.aspx

03/31-4/11/2014 Advanced Traffic Crash
Invest.
$950
Jacksonville, FL
04/14-25/2014 Traffic Crash Reconstruction
$950
Jacksonville, FL
04/14-18/2014 Advanced CV Crash Invest.
$795
Jacksonville, FL
PLANNING AHEAD?
09/22-10/03/2014 Advanced Traffic Crash
Invest.
$950
Jacksonville, FL
10/06-10/17/2014 Traffic Crash Reconstruction
$950
Jacksonville, FL
To Register, visit the website or call: 904-6204786

NUCPS

www.scs.northwestern.edu/program
-areas/public-safety/courses/crs_list.asp
3/24-4/4/2014
$975
4/7-11/2014
$775
4/21-5/2/2014
$1050
5/5-9/2014
$850
5/28-30/2014
$500

Crash Investigation II
Evanston, IL
Math & Physics Workshop
Evanston, IL
Traffic Crash Reconstruction
Evanston, IL
Traffic Crash Reconstruction
II
Evanston, IL
Traffic Crash Reconstruction
Refresher
Evanston, IL

PLANNING AHEAD?
9/29-10/10/2014 Crash Investigation II
$1050
Evanston, IL
10/20-10/31/2014 Traffic Crash Reconstruction
I
$1100
Evanston, IL
11/03-11/07/2014 Traffic Crash Reconstruction
II
$850
Evanston, IL
To Register, visit the website or call: 800-3234011
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SEMINAR ANNOUNCEMENT
The Indiana Association of
Certified Accident Investigators
is planning a seminar on

"Crash Testing”
A Two-Day Seminar!
Tuesday, June 17-Wednesday, June 18
We’re still in the planning stages,
So location and details are not complete
But!

Two vehicle crashes are planned

Mark the dates on your calendar

The Indiana Association of Certified
Accident Investigators
P.O. Box 1566
Warsaw, IN 46581-1566

The Association is published
quarterly as a service to members of the Indiana Association of
Certified Accident Investigators.
Articles submitted are the responsibility of the author; the IACAI
assumes no responsibility
as to an article’s content.

